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EXHIBIT A
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THE FFL INSIDER
REPORT 2017

See wholesale prices & learn
how to get firearms wholesale.
Avoid common errors that get
your FFL denied!
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Your Home-Based FFL
The most frequent question
I get is: "Can a regular 'Joe'
like me get an approval
on a home-based FFL
application?"
The answer is: "YES!
we personally have helped
people who have started all
from home

The second most frequently asked question
is “How do you do it? How do you succeed when
so many fail?” The answer is: research. A good
friend of mine was one of the 90% who failed
the ﬁrst time around. It took me years to
understand how to get my home-based FFL
before I felt confident enough to apply after
witnessing his failure. The funny thing is that it
was very simple to do; I could have done it the
very ﬁrst time I ever thought of applying if I
would have known what I was supposed to do.
However, seeing as I didn't know the process at
all, I had to look up more and more information
until I had the distinct feeling that I had done it
right.
Sample FFL License...
You have the option: you can choose to do what I have done for years, while hoping the government doesn’t slam
the door shut on home-based FFL’s in the meantime, or you can take advantage of my experience to get it done
right the very first time. You’d better get a move on it though, because every time some misfortune involving a
ﬁr earm takes place, we get closer to that exact door being slammed in your face.
The good news is that once you become a home-based FFL license holder, nobody can take it away from you.
I’ve assisted thousands of customers like you over the years and I am so certain that you’ll successfully obtain
your home-based FFL license, that I am willing to offer a 300% Money Back Guarantee. YES, I PAY YOU if you
happen to fail. I have attested 100% success with my easy Five-Step Process over the years. And you know what?
This process does work independently of EVERY zip code in the United States of America! Check out my Success
Stories page from customers from all over the country!
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Fast email replies
, WDNH WKH WLPH GDLO\ to respond to the emails I receive, 365 days a year, for a number of hours each day.
I’ve discovered customers are impressed to receive feedback from a a person within hours, not within
days and the thing is the person replying to them is me, Henry Jackson. I am not letting some random
secretary send you a general answer, I am taking the time to give you a personal reply.

High Quality and the right Quantity of Insider Information
My customers are absolutely amazed by the quality and quantity of information my guides contain.
I’m always a little reluctant to disclose how many pages long my guide really is, because I don’t wDQW you to
feel burdened or make it seem like my instructions wLOO be too complex to follow. Honestly, you won’t need all
of the information I’m offering you, in order to be successful in with your FFL application, but I strongly think
the best way to do business is under the promise and over deliver.
This is the reason why guide is somewhat like an encyclopedia containing everything you could ever picture
needing, right there in your reach. It took me years to get all add-ons and the fine-tuning in one place and
create a content reaching absolute perfection. I’ll say it again, you don’t need it all, not nearly close even, but
in case you do ever find yourself in a situation when you do – it’s right there.

Price of the Guides
I’m sure you’ve heard it before, probably from almost about every website you visit, but I truly hear every day
from my customers that I’m not charging enough for the quality and quantity of the content they’re provided
with. My customers are convinced after just a few minutes of reading, that they’ve got their hands on the very
best FFL Kit the industry offers.

And this is just the way I want it
I want to assist as many folks as possibleWR make the dream of attaining an FFL license come true. Keeping
the price for my guide as low as possible, helps achieve this goal. I hardly almost break even with all of the
costs involved, but honestly, this is much more than just a hobby for me - it’s my passion!
What I dois literally become a part of the approval process and actively live through the entire process with
you. I take it as a personal hit if you encounter any obstacle and get stuck. I can imagine this might sound
bizarre, but I feel it is relevant to share with you that you wouldn’t be purchasing just another FFL Kit and
that’s it - for me it’s like a great honor to feel a duty to be by your side throughout the entire process. This
is the way I want to live and the way I want to do business. As a result of my approach I have made so many
new friends.
The best comparison I can think of to clarify this is that I have spent many years adjusting in great detail
a treasure map, a map through the unknown, a map to a better convenience, a map to a newly gained
freedom. When a client buys this map, he begins a journey, and at the end finds his treasure. Well for me it’s
as if I would find the treasure too!
You’re about to achieve Oiberty, Poney Vavings, Rpportunity, Fost Hffectiveness, Vkillfulness and a way to
avoid the Qew Jun Oaws Obama has been promising. Last but not least if making money is something crucial
to you, you’ll be finally doing it in in a Eusiness Rpportunity doing something you Oove! Let’s get started today!
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